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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: The Fatima Mosque at Abdullah Al-Salem area.  — Photo by Joseph Shagra

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunica-
tions company in Kuwait, announced the
launch of Coded Juniors Summer Camp at
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Cultural Center. The
program comes in strategic partnership with
Zain, and aims at teaching children the basics
of coding and technology using the latest tools
and gadgets. 

Zain’s support to Coded Juniors Summer
Camp comes in line with its strategy towards
encouraging innovation and digital transforma-
tion. The company is keen on contributing to
the development and advancement of tech
innovation within all age groups, including
school children, with the aim of boosting their
coding and technology skills, as such skills are
essential for the modern digital world. 

The first day of Coded Juniors Summer
Camp witnessed positive participation from
the children, their parents, as well as Zain and
Coded officials. The program mainly aims at
teaching school children (ages 7-12) the basics
of coding languages and technology using the
latest tools and gadgets like robots, smart toys,
computers, and more, as well as traditional
learning methods such as art, drawing, and
music. The program features a fun educational
environment that will last for 4 weeks in the

Space Museum at Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem
Cultural Center. 

Through supporting this unique program,
Zain seeks to offer the best educational envi-
ronment for children in Kuwait to nurture their
talents, enrich their skills, and promote tech
innovation within them from an early age. Zain
believes in the important role tech innovation
plays in building the future and progressing
the national economy. 

Zain is keen on playing a vital role as an
integrated digital service provider in light of
the rapid digital changes witnessed by the
modern world. The company always seeks to
reach new levels of excellence with its cus-
tomers through offering the best innovative
services, meeting their needs and aspirations,
as well as supporting programs and initiatives
that embrace tech innovation and aim at devel-
oping it.  

Zain further reaffirms its commitment to
supporting any entity that offers the proper
educational environment for the next genera-
tion as per the highest international standards.
The company will spare no efforts in offering
its support to such initiatives and programs
that serve the community and contribute to the
further progress of the country. 

Coded Juniors Summer Camp kicks
off in strategic partnership with Zain

Company keen on contributing to the development of tech innovation

Longest lunar
eclipse on Friday:
Kuwait Science Club
KUWAIT: Kuwait will witness the longest
total lunar eclipse of the century on Friday,
going up for one hour and 45 minutes, said
Kuwait Science Club yesterday. The lunar
eclipse will go through different phases
including penumbral eclipse where the
moon passes through earth’s penumbral
shadow, partial eclipse, total eclipse, par-
tial again and then back to penumbral,
head of the Department of Astronomy and
Space at the club Ali Bo Abbas said in a press statement. He added
that the process will start at 8:14 pm and will end at 2:29 am local time.

People will be unable to observe the penumbral stage; however,
they can see the partial stage with the naked eye starting at 9:24 pm.
Bo Abbas added that the total eclipse will occur at 10:29 pm and end at
12:13 am on Saturday. This rare astronomical phenomenon occurred
last century, about 100 years ago, said Bo Abbas, noting that the moon
will turn to deep red at the total eclipse phase and will be at the fur-
thest point away from earth, which is about 402,000 km. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: Executive Chairman of the Central Agency for
Remedying Illegal Residents’ Status (CARIRS) Saleh Al-
Fadhalah held talks yesterday with Secretary General of

Private Universities Council Dr Habib Abul on considering
accepting bedoon (stateless) students. Fadhalah discussed
in the meeting the procedures for accepting the students

and number of admissions, said CARIRS in a press release.
Both agreed to assign a liaison officer to coordinate and
follow up the process, the statement added. — KUNA

Discussions to admit bedoon students in private universities

KUWAIT: Executive Chairman of CARIRS Saleh Al-Fadhalah chairs a meeting to discuss the possibility of accepting bedoon students in private universities.  — KUNA


